n6         SCHILLER AND THE TYPE-PROBLEM
and its antithesis for him is relatedness or affectctlness,
For the extravert, on the contrary, much more stress is
laid upon the continuity of the relation with the object,
and less upon the idea of the self.   Hence for him the
problem is differently situated*    We must hold thin point
in view and consider it more fully as we follow Schiller'n
further reflections.   When, for instance, ho says the person
reveals itself "in the eternally constant self and in this
alone", this is viewed from the standpoint of the introvert.
From the standpoint of the extravert, on the other hand,
we should say that the person reveals itself simply and
solely in its relationship, t\e. in the function of relation to
the object   For only with the introvert is the " person"
exclusively the ego; with the extravert the person lies in
his affectedness and not in the affected self,    His self is,
as it were, of less importance than his affection, ;>, his
relation.   The extravert finds himself in the fluctuating
and changeable, the introvert in the constant*   The self is
not "eternally constant", least of all with the extravert,
for whom, as an object, it is a matter of small moment,
To the introvert, on the other hand, it lias too much
importance; he therefore shrinks from every change that
is at all liable to affect his ego,    For him affeetetlnoss can
mean something directly painful, while to the extravert it
must on no account be missed,   The following formulation
immediately reveals the introvert; " In every change to
remain himself constant, referring every perception to
experience, i.e. to the unity of knowledge, and relating
each of its varying aspects in his own time to the law of
all times; this is the command given him by his reasoning
nature" (p. 54).   The abstracting, self-contained attitude
is evident; it is even made a supreme rule of conduct,
Every occurrence must at once be raised to the level of
experience, and from the sum of experience a law for the
future must also immediately emerge; whereas the other

